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By H. F. CooK, 1:3.Sc., Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., Department of Physics Applied to Medicine, 

' -The Middksex Hospital Medical School, London 

---~-------
[Paper first received 24 May, 1951, and in final form 18 June, 1951] 

Experimental investigations of temperature rises produced in parts of the human body during 

exposure to microwaves of 10 and 9·4 cm wavelength are described. Application of linear 

heat flow theory shows that the experimental skin temperature rise in the initial stages of a 

microwave exposure is consisterit with a thermal conductivity for tisst)es of 0·005 cal cm- 1 

sec-1 °c-1. With occlusion of the blood sui::ply to the irradiated region the conductivity 

remains at this value until the pain threshold is re.:ched. With no occlusion, increase in blood 

supply due to heating causes the effective conductivity to rise during exposure, but the theory 

becomes inapplicable as soon as heat flow is non-linear. Comparison is made of theoretical and 

experimental subcutaneous and muscle temperatures after microwave exposure and the 

differences explained. The influence of wavcle:1gth variation and air-cooling of the skin are 

discussed. 

A preliminary report of investigations of the effects of 

microwaves on humans and animals bas already been 

p:.ibiished.C1l This paper will be concerned mainly with 

the thermal analysis of some of the results reported 

previously and of some obtained more recently. The 

:!µplication of conduction theory has been found to 

rrovidc information regarding the thermal conductivity 

l'i human tissues whiist exposed to microwaves, and to 

Cl'rnparison between the experimental and theoretical 

temperature distribution at a depth. 

A brief description follows of the experimental arrange

mrnts by which the results to be discussed were obtained. 

Oc'TLl~E OF THE EXPERIMENT AL ARRANGEMENT 

.~rrangement using a pulsed source of microwaves of 

10 en; warelength. Pulsed radiation from a type 277 

~aval radar set was transmitted by rectangular wave

p1idc (7 · 62 x 2 · 54 cm) to the apparatus shown dia

;rarnmaticz.lly in Fig. 1. The part of the body to be 
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quickly achieved by adjusting the mismatch unit ur.til 

the output from the directive feed was decreased to 

zero. The feed-through wattmeter (also acting as a 

standing wave indicator), previously calibrated against 

a \\'ater load, then e:1abled the ,vater attenuator tc be 

adjusted until the level of power required for the irradia

tion was obtained. 
The free-space wavelength of the radiation was IO cm, 

the pulse length O · 6 fl-Sec, and repetition frequency 

500 c/s. Average power, rather than that in the pulse, 

is the factor determining heat production and the results 

,vere related to this throughout. Two applicatcr sizes 

were available, 7 · 6 x 7 ·0 cm, and 3 · 8 x 2 · 5 cm, both 

rectangular. The smaller aperture was provided by u 

short length of wave-guide of this size filled with Perspex 

to allow progressive wave propagation. The field 

strength variation across the aperture was determined 

by the mode of propagation, H01 • There \\'US thus a 

sine law variation of field strength across the longer axis, 

no variation with position occurring in the direction at 

right-angles. 
Arrangement using a continuous l\'ave source at 9 ·4 cm 

wavelength. Equipment was designed (in collaboration 

with T. J. Buchanan) for clinical applications, employing 

a continuous wave ma!!netron kindly lent bv the General 

Electric Co. Ltd. · Po;ver from the sourc~ was fee by 

cable to either of the rectangular applicitors descr:bed 

above or to a cyii:1dric:1i H11 waveguide, t!'ie apcn..:,e of 

which provided, by means of in,erch:lngc:ible dia

phragms, t\VO applicator field sizes of 7 cm and 3 ·: c:11 

·ametcr respectively. 

e power transmitted into tissues terminating the 

~~guide applicators was a function of the ma!!n~tr~n 

c, \t. Previous calibration with a water c~1lo-ri;1,etcr 

thL 'T1ab!ed the power to be ~ from the 

map_ · -0n current. 
- ), 
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H.F. Cook 
Th1'nn,Jnil'fric arr(:ngc'lllc111s. Temperatures were 1:1c:1~t::·:::ci \\·ith thermocouples connected to a suitable g:il\·;:;,o:·,1e\cr ,::,d previously calibrated. For the skin tem;)cr;:1 ure measurement it was found possible to use a junctio:1 of fine copper "'nd _Constantan wires stretched across 1he ::perture in conwct wiih the skin and at rightangles 10 ihc ~kctric field vector, the junction being at the ccnlie of the field. :-:o field pick-up effects were ob~Cf\'C,: wit:1 p0\i·ers several times higher than those used fo; t;~sue he;,.i.ing. The big advantage of this techniq,:-.' w::s that skin temperature variation could be recoru.:-c: curing the exposure. 

SuLx:,:\:tm:ous and muscle temperatures were measured with :, s,ecl hypodermic ;1eedle, at the point of which was a junc,ion with an insulated copper wire running inside the needle. Measurements at various depths were made :is quickly as possible after exposure. Since ten:per:1n1,es at each depth were measured at different ti1i1es ~,f:12r exposure, corrections have been made to allow for diffe;cnces in cooling at each depth. 
Accuracy. The accuracy of power measurement was worst for low powers, where the limits of error were estim:1,cd to be : 5%. These limits decreased progressively as the power increased. Skin temperature rises were thought to be quite accurate, to about + G · l ° C, but tiss:.;e temperature rises suffered wider error Jmms. This was due mainly to some uncertainty in the cooling corrections applied, but possible errors arising from heat conduction along the steel needle have also to b.:: considered. The work of Mendelssohn and RossiterC~i would appear to suggest that the latter are negligible. It is thought that tissue temperature rises are accurate tq ± O · 3° C. 

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER IN THE MICROWAVE 
BEAMS 

Dielectric constant measurements on human skin, fat, muscle and bone, reported e!sewhere,<3) have enabled the absorption coefficients of these tissues for microwaves of various wavelengths to be evaluated. The power distribution in a plane perpendicular to the electric field 
,oo 

❖ 

Fig. 2. Isopower curves in saline phantom 
Prir.cipal plane p-~rpendicular ro electric field; 7·6 x 7·0cm aperture; A= JO·Ocm. 

and containing the central axis of the microwave beam 

wavelengths of iO crn and 9 ·4 cm. To· illustrntc the results obtained, Fig. 2 shows isopov.·er curves ir, such a phantom when microwaves of JO cm wavelength from the 7·6 cm x 7·0 cm applicator were applied. The actu:il power distribution in the human arm or thigh would differ somewhat from that shown since wave propagation would be modified by the presence of the skin and subcutaneous fat layers, which have dielccric constants and absorption coefficients different from those of muscle. 
The power distribution in the .plane of the aperture and transverse to the beam axis is shown in Fig. 3 for 
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Fig. 3. Theoretical power distribution in plane of the 

apertures 
7 cm diameter circle and 7 · 6 x 7 • 0 cm rectangle 

the cases of rectangular and circular apertures. These distributions have been derived from the theoretical electric field patterns in the plane of the aperture. They can be taken as representing approximately foe power distribution at the skin surface when tissues are irradiated. 

SOME OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
ON HUMANS 

Male volunteers were used, the inner forearm and anterior thigh being irradiated. Investigations of the variation of skin temperature with power and time were made, some representative results being shown in Figs. 4, · 5 and 6. In all cases the temperatures shown are those at the central point of the exposed area. Differences between individuals were not unexpected but, in the main, these we:-e small. 
Investigations of the temperatures in the subcutaneous _ and muscle tissues along the central axis of a microwave beam were also carried out in collaboration with A. C. Boyle ar.d others. A typical set of results for a male thigh are shown in Fig. 7 where the temperatures all relate to 30 sec after the termination of the exposure times shown against the curves. 

was then measured experimentally by means of a prob? .- DISCUSSION moving in a saline solution. The salt concentratiori //The temperature of this were adjusted to have an al- /4.-( results wer. coefficient equal to that for human muscle c1 /..:.. for infinite solid 
,/ 2 
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A physical inl'estigation of heat production in human tissues wizen exposed to microwaves 
Use of this relation in conjunction with experimental - --·results has enabled the thermal conductivity of fr.e 

irradiated tissues to be calculated. 

exposure (sec:) 

Fig. 4. Skin temperature v. exposure 
Curve A-normal blood supply. 
Curve B-with occlusion of blood supply. Forearm; 7·6 x 7 ·0 cm rectangle; ,l. = 10·0 cm; power= 17 W; room temperature= 20° C. 

the semi-infinite solid in which the rate of heat pro
duction depends on depth according to A0e-r,.x, and 
'.'>here the surface at x = 0 is held at zero temoerature, h:,s been dealt with by Carslaw and Jaeger.<4i In the 
present case it can be assumed that heat flow into the 
irradiated tissues only need be considered. That into 
:he terminating material of the microwave applicators 
(c;.~rk or Perspex) will be assumed negligible in com
p:1rison, since these materials have conductivities much 
Jc,\'·:c:- than that of human tissues. 

An extension of the case treated by Carslaw and Jaeger 
to cover the oresent condition where the temperature at .\· = 0 is o.1Jo{ved to rise is due to A. J. Vendrik (unpub
lished work). The relation derived, using the notation 
of Carsla\v and Jaeger, is:-

( 
2A o)· /(k ) . .{', r x 7 r, = a + bx + 2b + J( · , ·t • 1e0\2v(!ct)J 

..L Ao __ exp ( et.2/a - et.x) • erfc [- _x __ + et.,l(kt)] ' 2rf K 2-v(kt) 

+ A,o exp (et.2/a + et.X). erfc r + 2· :(k ) + et.y(kt) l 2et.-K L v '( ...1 

Ao . ( ') - --,,, exp ~ o:.x 
r:x"A 

\\·here 

\'.r = temperature at time t and at depth x. 
(, = initial temperature at x = 0. 
b = temperature gradient. 

A
0 
= heat developed per unit time per ,. .,~,ne at 

:X= 0. . / 
,,/ :x = energy absorption coefficient 

K = thermal conductivity. 
k = K/(density x specific he:-

VoL. 3, JAi\:l.iAlff 1952 
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Skin temperatures during exposure to microwm·es 
Of the experimental results of skin temperature rises, 

those shown in Fig. 4 were obtained under conditions 
which approximate most closely to the semi-infinite solid. 
They also show the marked effect of occlusion of the 
blood supply. 

To apply the theory to the experimental case it is 
necessary to relate the microwave power with A0, to 
choose the correct value of er. and to know the initial 
temperature gradient, b. It is also necessary to allow . for the transverse power density variation across the irradiated area. 

Taking the central block of tissues of cross-section, 4 X 7 cm, it was found experimentally that the average 
temperature of the skin after irradiation over this area was 0·9 of that measured at the central point. It was 
also found from the known power density variation that 
if W is the power in watts crossing the whole cross
section of the applicator, the average power density in 
the central section, 4 x 7 cm was 0·030 W. It can 
then be shown that the average value of A0 for this case is given by: 

A0 = 0·00723Wcr. cal sec- 1 cm-3 

The absorption of energy in the central block of tissues,. 4 x 7 cm, can be shown, by analysis of the isopower curves of Fig. 2, to approximate closely to 
that for a plane-wave if a 10% increase in the pianewave absorption coeflicient is made. A theoretical study 
of plane-wave propagation in human tissues (to be described elsewhere) has shown that, in the present case 
of the forearm, the effective plane-wave absorption coefficient is not much lower than that for muscle, the 
influence of the thin skin and fat layers being small. 
The dielectric constant measurements already mentioned 
have shown that the vaiue of this absorption coefficient for muscle at a wavelength of 10 cm is approximately 1 · 5. Hence this value for er. was used in the them1al analvsis since the two ~ffects above tend to cancel each other: 

The temperature gradient, b, was not measured in this case, but was taken as 2° C per cm, a figure appropriate to the prevailing room temperature. The specific heat and density of the tissues of the forearm w~n: h,th u8sumecl to be u11ity in their respective U!1its. 

3 

It was then fot:nd that curve B (with occlusion) of 
Fig. 4 agreed weli \\'ith a theoretical one calculated t1sing 
the above data and a thermal conductivity, independent 

f exposure time, of 0·005 cd cm- 1 sec- 1 ec- 1• This 
re fits well into the range of values of conductivitv 

\,._ to 10-2) quoted in the literature for norm:;! tisst. ' nd shows that, with occlusion of the b!ood 
supp1_ ,e heat production caused by microwaw irradia, \ms little effect on the thermal conductivity. 

Curve \f Fig. 4 was analysed similarly and sho\\'ed 
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11. F. Cook th::it lhc effective thermal conductivity of the tissues rises to higll values ~1s the exposure proceeds. The tempcrawrc ri~c in the lirst 30 sec is consistent with K = 0 ·005, but ;he lcmpcraturc reached after 2 min can only be cxpbi1,:::d by assuming .that the average conductivity o;x::-ative over ,his period was increased to 0·015, the instatj1tancous value of K operative at this time being ever. higher. Thi:; increase can be related to the known enhancement of blood circulation and must be allowed for i,1 · theoretical calculations of tissue temperatures ob:ained when the human body is exposed to any thermogcnic agent. The loss of heat from the irradiated regio:1 by means of transference by blood flow to nonirrJ.di:ncd regions becomes so large at longer exposures 
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Fig. 5. Skin temperature v. exposure Forearm; 3·8 x 2·5cm aperture; A= l0·0cm; room 
temperature = 19° C. 
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as to make worthless any comparison of experimental results with theoretical values based on the assumption of linear heat flow. 
The results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 have been analysed in a similar manner. The thermal conductiv:tics obtained from the analysis are of the same order as those above, but the analy~s is less accurate owing to the smaller area involved in the one case, and to the greater transverse power density variation in the other. 

Subcutaneous and muscle temperatures It is of interest to compare experimental tissue temperatures after irradiation with temperatures caiculated from Vendrik's relation. Fig. 8 provides such a comparison for the irradiation conditions stated. To obtain the theoretical curves the values of the effective thermal conductiviry derived in the preceding section have been used in the calculations. The experimental curves in this case are based on the mean results obtained using; three individuals, the temperatures being corrected to refer to the time the exposures terminated. Reasonable agreement is obtained between experiment and theory for these relatively short exposure times. Attempts to obtain agreement in the case of longer exposure times fail, however, even assuming K to increase considerably. Thus, it can be concluded that the flow of heat in irradiated tissues is approximately linear during the initial stages of exposure, but is no longer so when the exposure is prolonged. This is due, presumably, to a progressive increase in vasodilation and lateral heat transference out of the irradiated zone durin.g exposure. 
Interesting features of the experimentd curves of temperature as a function of depth are the trough and peak in the curves, not apparent in the theoretical ones. These can be correlated with the existence of a layer of fatty tissue interposed between skin and muscle tissues. Adipose tissue has a dielectric constant and loss much · lower than those of skin and muscle. It will be shown in another paper that the combined effect of the lower energy absorption in the fatty tissue layer and the multiple reflexion of radiation at the tissue interfaces is to modify the shape of the temperature-depth curve from that of the theoretical one in homogeneous muscle (Fig. 8) to that of the experimental curves shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The effect depends on the thickness of the fat layer. The results presented here refer to thighs where this thickness is approximately 6 mm. · 

Influence of wavelength on temperature rises of skin and subcutaneous tissues Th,. -· ct of a change in wavelength (and hence 

300.._ ____ __.s __ o _____ 1""'0-o ____ _,,1so -'i- efficient) on temperature rise can be cal-_,t1lated. lt be shown readily that the transmitted 

exposure <.sec:.) 
Fig. 6. Skin temperature v. exposure Ante:ior thig,1; 7cm circular aperture; ,1 = 9·4 temperature = 17° C. 
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//intensity of ra.. ~~.? required to produce an~ g~ven skin 
.. •foom temperature m, y prolonged exposure 1s inversely 

_,.,. proportional to . ?\bsorption coefficient. Thus, the 4 
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Anterior thigh; central axis offield 3 · 8 = 2 · 5 cm;,\= 10·0 cm; 
pow.:r = 3 W; room temperature= 25° C. 
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Fig. 8. Tissue temperature v. depth 
Full lines: theoretical for plane wave in muscle;,\= 10·0 cm; 0·42 \V cm-2. 
Broken lines: experi:nental for central axis of be::i:n from aperture :-<, >: 2· 5 cm in tissues of anterior thigh; ,\ = 10·0 cm; 2 · 5 \V. 

tr2nsr1itted intensity of infra-red radiation (from a 
,hcr;,peutic heat lamp) and of 1 ·25 cm microwaves 
(Y. = 15 in both cases), ,vhich can be tol,•r<>•- • · the 
jrnn'.:\n body without pain, is I/10th ' _ . .: L1.,_ 
i,i!cnsity of 10 cm.microwaves (ex - //,., 

Use of the theoretical relati, /"ea. on linear heat. 
no-.-..) to determine the effect ./change of wavelength 
t'n temperature variation w· depth in irradiated tissues ,1,us, be confined to cas' here the exposure time is 
<10,r enough for the Ii heat flow condition to be 

VoL. 3, ]J>.:\'r.;J>.RY 1952 

satisfied approximateiy. Fig. 9 shows the theoretical 
temperature ciistribution in superficial skin and muscle 
tissues (negligibly thin fatty layer) after a 2 r.1in exposure 
to microwaves of diEerent wavelengths. Although the 
absorption coefficient decreases from I 5 at I · 25 C!":1 
wavelength to 1 · 5 · at IO cm wavelength, the relatively 
high thermal conductivity has the effect of decreasing 
considerably the differences in temperature gradient wh:ch 
might be expected from such a difference in absorption 
coefficient. For wavelengths longer than IO cm the 
:absorption coefficient falls very slowly with increasing 
wavelength, and the temperature variation with depth 
will differ little from that shown for 10 cm wavelength. 

"I 
42i---',.---'----------'------

f', 

10cm 

36'------'------'------'--------0 5 10 15 zo 
ccpth cmm) 

Fig. 9. Theoretical tissue temperatures for plane \vave 
propagation in muscle after 2 min exposure at different 

wavelengths 
Initial skin temperature = 30° C; initial temperature gradie!1t 

,;= 2° Ccm-1; thermal conductivity= 0·015 cal cm-I sec-! °C- 1; 0·42\Vcm-2. 

Since the reflexion coefficients of tissue interfaces 
(skin-fatty tissue, fat-mt!sclc, muscle-bone) are rebtivcly 
constant in the microwave region,<3> the magnitude of 
the effect of the presence of fatty tissue and bone in 
modifying the temperature variation with depth should 

, e approximately independent of wavelength. 

5 

\ [lie inffuence of heat losses to the region x < 0 

\re tissues are exposed to radiati0n under con.., 
diti, '· uch that heat is lost to the region x < 0 (by 

J·-·•• .. •··-
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H.F. Cook r:1dia1i,);1, co11Ycc1ion and vaporization) the preceding th.::ory :1,1J argt.;ments 1;1ay no longer hold. Such cond:,i,);,~ obt:iin in therapeutic prac1ice where an air space in Len Ci;CS hcl11 ccn the exposed region of the body and tlic microw:1\'c applicator .. 
Jf ,he loss or heat at the surface to the region x < 0 is a~ a high rate, the surface temperature does not rise and 1hc theoretical variation of temperature rise with depti1 wculd be of the type shown in Fig. 10. However, v.-ith room conditions normally encountered the loss of heat to the region x < 0 is relatively small, the skin remperatUie rises, and the temperature gradient is considcrnbly reduced. Another factor contributing to the reduction of the temperature gradient is vasodilatation. I:i experiments on animals under air-cooling conditions (carried out in collaboration with A. C. Boyle 

de:pth 
Fig. 10. Fotm of the theoretical temperature rise variation with de;nh in homogeneous tissues exposed under conditions where the surface temperature is held constant (11 < t2) 

and D. L. Wolfe) no evidence has yet been obtained of the existence, during exposure, of temperatures at depths below the sl;in in excess of those of the skin, in anatomical regions well supplied with blood. A positive temperature gradierit in tissues exposed in the p::-esence of air-cooling can be found experimentally a shorr time after the termination of exposure, but when allowance is made for the rate of cooling at the surface being greater than at a depth during temperature measure-

be positive only when the surface at x = 0 was subjected to strong air currents. 
Clark<5) has given preliminary details of results obtained when the eye and testicle of a rabbit were exposed to microwaves, presumably under air cooling conditions. Evidence is obtained of a positive temperature gradient in the eye o.nd it is suggested that ,l1e absence cf blood circulation makes this possible. The experiments with gel:::tine mentioned above would indicate that Clark's result was obtained under strong aircooling conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Human tissues exposed to microwaves undergo temperature rises which, ir. the initial stages of the exposure, are in approximate agreement with those calculated or1 the assumption of linear heat flow if it is aiso 2ssumed that the effective thermal conductivity of tissues rises from a value of 0·005 cal cm- 1 sec- 1 0c-1 to much higher vall,es as the exposure proceeds. However, the divergence of the experimental case from the theoreticai one of the semi-infinite solid with linear heat flow becomes too great for comparison to be made as soon as capillary dilatation due to beating becomes significant. 

It can ·.Je concluded that, when the mic:--owave exposure is made with the irradiated region in contact with a poor thermal conductor, the skin undergoes the highest temperature rise. However, it is possible that, if exposure is made in the presence of strong air cooling, the temperature rise at depths below the surface may exceed that of the skin. This is likely to occur only in anatomical regions devoid of blood circulation. 
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